A long fishbone stuck in the throat of a man while he was eating a fish.

On Saturday, the Wang family was having lunch in a restaurant in London when the father got a fishbone stuck in his throat.

They chatted and laughed while having lunch. Suddenly the father winked his eyes hardly, scream harmfully and dropped the flock. He then quickly drank the lemon juice - finish it in no moment. Poorly, he coughed a lot and almost cried, because a fishbone stuck in his throat.

While the family was finding a clinic or hospital, the bone inserted his skin even more. The first and second clinics they found were close, and the rest of the clinics they found couldn’t let him see the doctor, so he had to book a time and wait at least next week. Thus, they decided to go to a hospital.

Finally, it took about three hours to arrive at the nearest hospital. The doctor carefully took out the fish bone without causing any wound.

What a relive, the father said this kind of things had been happened on him many times, also this one wasn’t the most serious one. However, just as well, he was safe again.